
 

Happy evening! 

Fellow Learners! 

 

Yes, we all have learnt either from each other or from 

the situation we have been together in, during these 

few years of association. 

 

Teams TOS Both Academic and Administrative have 

tried their level best to provide the best learning 

environment to you and have ensured that along with 

accomplishing the academic duties we touch upon the 

real-life learnings wherever applicable and possible. 

 

We did notonly speak about all skills, but we had put in 

sincere efforts to demonstrate them all in our behavior 

too for you to subtly emulate the same in your 

personal behavior. 

 

While, selecting to be firm and/or flexible, Keeping the 

mutual respect intact. 

 

Cherry-Picking the best programmes keeping local and 

Global context in mind which would complement your 

textual knowledge. 

 



Providing every platform for you to express or vent out 

your feelings, so that it doesn’t impact our association 

and your learning. 

 

Specifying norms, not because we don’t want you to 

have fun, but because we wish the most enjoyable 

school hours for you. 

 

Indicating our assurance of being with you to celebrate 

your best and to help you deal with the not so good 

moments. 

 

In following our code of conduct for you, we have been 

aware of your set of expectations from the system 

too…. which is actually the most challenging task! 

I am sure you are familiar with some of these…. 

 

To engage you on playground when you reach 

Balewadi with books in hands ….and to say no to free 

time during classes when the timeline to complete the 

portion is the priority for the teacher. 

 

To be all ears for Your arguments and suggestions  

 

 To give you our piece of mind when you ditch the 

safety just for the heck of it  

 



To match up with your proficiencies to outsmart 

surveillance System was intriguing and entertaining at 

the same time our IT Team. 

 

Some of you gave breathless moments to our security. 

This time I Must say some of ChhayaMaushi ‘s 

skillshave outsmart your stealthy moments and your  

catch me if can challenge ,with  her swiftness and 

presence of mind! 

 

Our sports teachers are still counting the basket Balls 

and footballs, which are lost in action! 

 

 

Our security maushis on each floor are witness to 

many of the sagas and stories …. They are our most 

trustworthy resource to capture some of your inhibited 

moments out of the classes! 

 

Hats off to your ever-innovative ways to challenge 

norms and saluteto the resilience of your mentors for 

not giving up and for tappingyour  energy and potential 

in most considerate ways. 

 

TOS is different because we want to make a difference 

by respecting differences either of thoughts or 

ideas/opinions  

 



We genuinely wish to adapt to your ways of learning 

and to modify our techniques of sharing knowledge. 

Because you have actually helped us modify and create 

new and better policies. 

 

But one does get worried when the initiatives like 

theQuiet Time and Invigilator less exams and Mind 

your Mobile could not stand a chance in front of some 

of you and we had to withdraw the policy partially or 

fully! 

 

In our effort to be very student centric ,we sometimes 

give up on those mandates which will surely pose a 

challenge in coping with the expectations outside  as 

these are all about self-control ….to be quiet when you 

need to be, being honest when no one is watching 

,having control on self-action while using any gadget is 

for your safety and not because we are controlfreaks! 

 

Inspite and despite of all your shenanigans you are 

dear to us, because you are our partners and brand 

ambassadors of goodwill and values, which The Orchid 

school stands for! 

 

Today, I stand here proudly, to acknowledge the facts 

that you might have tested us on various fronts,but 

you have never left us hopeless…. You have always 

recognized that this is the only place where you could 



take liberties and act reckless…. because you trusted 

that we will take care of you and will never let you go 

stray …. Like that what we do in a trustfall!!! 

 

Now we are letting you fly away from this nest,giving 

you strong wings of confidence and sharp insight for 

your flight to higher destinations and to choose strong 

and suitable branch to perch on and sing your happy 

songs! 

 

With lots of blessings from all of us here!  


